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OVERVIEW 

This document is an exercise of the Open Source Maturity Model developed by CapGemini 

and modified for the IHU project. As an exercise it is meant to demonstrate how the model can 

be applied to a given software component to demonstrate maturity and appropriateness for 

use. It will also be used to elucidate the model so the model itself is easier to understand and 

show how it can be applied by nearly anyone. Fundamentally it is meant to illustrate the Open 

Source Development Process which is both an ad hoc and an emerging standard that has little 

formal documentation but has proven to be flexible and effective in developing and using 

FOSS in numerous corporations worldwide. 

GOALS 

1. Describe the modified OSMM model 

2. Determine the maturity and usefulness of a given FOSS component using the model 

THE MODEL 

Firstly, a visual diagram of the model might be useful if only to describe the various stages of 

“maturity”. A more mature project is a project that is more likely to be useful to our particular 

product in this case, but one can always tweak the parameters of the model to fit a given 

product need and it should still be effective. 

I show a visual diagram below but it diverges somewhat from the one you would find on the 

wiki page linked to above in Open Source Maturity Model . The differences are not big but nor 

are they superficial. I’ve chosen not to go into the differences here, rather just show the 

modified model for use in our specific case. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSource_Maturity_Model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenSource_Maturity_Model


 

 

 

 

This model is meant to list a blue pyramid of ascending maturity criteria. The base of the 

pyramid would be a set of “minimal” maturity requirements, obviously if a project doesn’t have 

documentation it is unlikely to be production quality. I’ve also included an inverted red triangle 

which represents anti-patterns or features which are known to be harmful. 

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 

This section will go through an example program to apply the modified Open Source Maturity 

Model and to point out any differences between the modifications I have made and the 

upstream version found on Wikipedia. The chosen component is from GENIVI and called 

“Automotive Diagnostic Log and Trace.” This component is the AUTOSAR diagnostic 

specification implemented on GNU/Linux. 

 

0. Identification 



 

 

 

Component: “Automotive Diagnostic Log and Trace.” 

Shortname: automotive-dlt 

URL: https://at.projects.genivi.org/wiki/display/PROJ/Diagnostic+Log+and+Trace 

The “Diagnostic Log and Trace” (DLT) component is a rather fundamental component used for 

logging diagnostic messages to a central log for later examination. The design of the software 

was done by AUTOSAR™, (AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) a worldwide development 

partnership of vehicle manufacturers, suppliers and other companies from the electronics, 

semiconductor and software industry. As such, it is a natural choice for an automotive system 

and one of the first components ported to GNU/Linux in GENIVI by BMW. 

A naive search for such a component might be a text search in a search engine with the terms 

“automotive diagnostic log trace” which yields this URL in the search results: 

http://projects.genivi.org/diagnostic-log-trace/home . Reviewing that URL for DLT provides us 

with a way to evaluate “Product Documentation” as stated by the OSMM and looks like it’s able 

to satisfy the documentation requirement “1.1 Documentation” from our modified OSMM. There 

is extensive documentation for DLT, including specifications, installation information, API 

reference and a user manual. Furthermore, “man” pages (manual documentation designed to 

be shipped with software and available on a system that hosts the software) is provided. This 

ought to lead us to give DLT a positive score on our maturity scale  for each of our 1

documentation criteria; 

1. Documentation 

Public contracts, that is to say APIs and protocols, are a promise made to the user, they should 

be documented. 

As we go through the DLT project based on the URL we’ve found, we discover that there is 

also a wiki associated with DLT: 

https://at.projects.genivi.org/wiki/display/PROJ/Diagnostic+Log+and+Trace  

Having a wiki provides more than just documentation, it’s key to contribution as well. Since 

we’re looking to score the documentation criteria however we’ll focus on that. There is 

significant product documentation with numerous manuals available for different parts of the 

component: http://projects.genivi.org/diagnostic-log-trace/documentation . The documentation 

is up to date and even includes the upstream specification which is AUTOSAR in this case. 

There is a “cheatsheet” but it is from 2012. The DLT Design Specification is also available, but 

that too is from 2012. There is a PDF however attached to the wiki with the upstream 

1 Our scale is rudimentary: 1, 2, or 3 for levels in the maturity pyramid, -1 for anti-pattern  

https://at.projects.genivi.org/wiki/display/PROJ/Diagnostic+Log+and+Trace
http://projects.genivi.org/diagnostic-log-trace/home
https://at.projects.genivi.org/wiki/display/PROJ/Diagnostic+Log+and+Trace
http://projects.genivi.org/diagnostic-log-trace/documentation


 

 

specification for version 4.0 of AUTOSAR DLT which is sufficient for our criteria. Lastly, a “doc” 

directory with massive amounts of documentation and examples is included in the git repo for 

DLT itself. Its up to date and complete.  

 

ID Criteria Score 

1 Product documentation 1 

2 Specification 1 

3 API reference 1 

4 Machine readable meta-data (APIs published in XML, 
JSON, YAML, FIDL) 

No .fidlf file found.  

 

Documentation score: +3 (advanced)  

 

2. Use of Established and Widespread Standards 

Our next step is to examine if best practices and standards are followed with regards to 

implementation and use of standard libraries. The best practices or widespread standards are 

taken from the FOSS domain. 

Firstly, there are multiple implementations of the specification as we can see from the git 

repositories;  

http://git.projects.genivi.org/dlt-daemon.git 

http://git.projects.genivi.org/dlt-t.git 

The second implementation even uses a different protocol which ought to indicate to us that there is both 
interest in the software as well as a community willing to modify the software for their specific use case -- a 
sign of a flexible and potentially modular code base. A quick look at the directory holding the code and we 
can see a “LICENSE” file along with a “COPYING” file, standard files for communicating copyright and 
license information. In addition there is an AUTHORS file as well as INSTALL and README which gives us 
hope that considerations have been taken for installing this software on different platforms as well as 
numerous contributors which a quick glance in the AUTHORS file confirms. 

Review of the INSTALL file gives us some important integration information, pointing to the 

extent of reuse of standard libraries, compilers and other standard, high-quality tooling. In this 

instance, not only do we find information on how to build the software, but compile time 

http://git.projects.genivi.org/dlt-daemon.git
http://git.projects.genivi.org/dlt-t.git


 

 

options for different functionality, instructions on building ‘man’ pages, and instructions on how 

to build the API documentation.  

 

 Lastly, contribution information is provided describing how to setup git for effective patch 

submission. We score the best practices this way; 

 

 

ID Criteria Score 

1 At least one implementation, preferably two 2 (A point per 
implementation) 

2 README, COPYING, LICENSE, and INSTALL files 1 

3 Clear copyright information 1 

 

 Use of Established and Widespread Standards score: +3 (advanced) 

 

3 Testing  

Testing is a large domain and comes with associated process which can be heavy-weight. The 

most important thing is that it is done, which is obvious, and that there is some methodology, 

which is not always obvious. Methodologies are often things like Test Driven Design or 

Acceptance Testing. Some method has to be identified, even if it is just “waterfall” or “we just 

use unit tests”. Not having a method may mean there are gaps in testing and costly bugs found 

later in the process. In addition to a testing methodology, a process and tool set is needed. 

Bonus points for automated testing, especially when it’s integrated into a continuous build 

system. 

Obviously it is crucial that the results of tests, especially failing ones, are followed up. For this a 

bug tracker is needed. A bug tracker is included in this section but also appears in other 

sections, that shows how valuable this tool is in an open source project. Evidence of the tracker 

weighs  

 

ID Criteria Score 



 

 

1 Included test suite 1 

2 Bug tracker 1 

3 Unit testing 1 

4 API testing 1 

5 Testing methodology  

6 Automated testing  

 

Testing score:  

 

4 Licenses and patch policy  

Relevant license, copyleft, permissive vs. non-permissive, etc. Clarity of licensing is crucially 

important. This is why many, if not all, commercial projects have a license policy which 

determines which licenses should be used and why. It can often provide an easy way for an 

engineer not steeped in the arcane discipline of software licensing to determine which licenses 

are relevant for a given project. GENIVI has such a policy and many OEMs do as well.  

Whatever license policy is chosen it needs to be clearly communicated and the license must be 

present with the code before download.  

1. Clearly published license in a COPYING or LICENSE file or similar 

2. Clearly published copyright information 

3. Use of OSI or FSF approved license ( https://opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical) or 

( http://www.gnu.org/licenses/license-list.en.html ) 
4.  Clear patent grant (i.e. not ‘FRAND’ or Public Domain which may still have patents 

attached to them.) 

 

1.4 Contribution (and governance? Standards body and organization?) -- 
score:  

https://jgbarah.gitbooks.io/evaluating-foss-projects/content/evaluation_dashboards.html 

Publicly accessible wiki that lists users 

Stakeholders listed 

https://opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/license-list.en.html
https://jgbarah.gitbooks.io/evaluating-foss-projects/content/evaluation_dashboards.html


 

 

 

Mailing list and/or online forum 

Consensus driven governance 

1.5 Maintainability -- score:  

https://jgbarah.gitbooks.io/evaluating-foss-projects/content/evaluation_dashboards.html 

Bug tracker 

Patches to stable or master branches should be tested for ability to merge into targeted branch 

and need to come with a reproducible patch to a repository declared "stable" SHALL be 

accompanied by a reproducible test case.A patch to a repository declared "stable" SHALL be 

accompanied by a reproducible test case. test case. 

Distributed Version Control System with a means to report a Certificate of Origin or similar. 

1.6 Integration -- score:  

1. Installation file mentions dependencies 

a. -- additional credit: dependencies packaged for target system(s) 

2. Continuous integration 

3. Continuous delivery  

1.7 Roadmap -- score:  

1. Release notes and change history -- planned features 

2. Semantic versioning provides a quick roadmap at a glance because it let’s you know 

what is the stable version and what is not backwards compatible. 

Resources 

● http://rfc.zeromq.org/spec:16  Openness specifications in Zero MQ 

1.8 Popularity 

Used in production 

https://jgbarah.gitbooks.io/evaluating-foss-projects/content/evaluation_dashboards.html
http://rfc.zeromq.org/spec:16

